What makes this immense plain (the basin of the river Leaou) the more monotonous is the great scarcity of trees and shrubs, and the almost entire absence of grass. A few wild flowers, not destitute of grace of form and beauty of colour, are to be seen scattered here and there ; but generally speaking, these, with the other beauties of nature, are most conspicuous by their absence. If, in the immediate neighbourhood of this port-town, and for a circle of about twenty miles, the country is flat and uninteresting, beyond this circle, if not actually within it, the eye is relieved and satisfied by a great stretch of mountains, which runs in a direction nearly north and south, and extends for several hundreds of miles. It is from this mountain-range that the river Leaou takes its rise. But for these mountains, the poverty of the scenery would be almost unbearable ; but with these to relieve the great plain (extending in one direction seventy miles), the eye has what it always seeks, and without which it is never satisfied?contrast. Nevertheless, to a stranger, when he makes his first entry into this part of Fungsang (for other portions of the province are mountainous and varied in their character), the impression made upon him is anything but pleasing. He feels it the more if he has been reared in the vicinity of hills and vales, or meadows verdant with grass, and rich in trees. If, to crown all, he has come from Edinburgh, that city set upon a hill, and which to her children far removed from her seems fit to be the joy of the whole earth, the first effect produced by the poverty of the scenery is simply and unmistakably depressing. This 
